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Z A D I   2.0  is a premium cordial, 
wich Zadi created in 2017. The 
main ingredients are tangerine 
(mandarin), ginger, basil and chili. 
We recommend to mix the 
original ZADI cocktails with it. !

!
Content: 500ml  

Rec dosage: 1:6!
!

Ingredients: sugar, Mandarin 
juice from concentrate, lemon 
juice from concentrate, natural 
flavouring, ginger infusion, basil 
infusion, ascorbic acid. 
 
Weight bottle: 1,2kg!
6 bottles per box 
Palette with 108 boxes – 648 bottles !

!
EAN Code bottle:! 8057685110939!
EAN Code box:! 8057685114937!
EAN Code palette:! 8057685115934!
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Zadi 2.0 and the Dodo: !
In Northern Italy a new trend cocktail 

becomes success! !
!!
!

Fresh, sparkling, fruity, sexy, spicy and natural.!
That’s  how the  I ta l ian Barman Edoardo Ferrar is ,  a l ias  Dodo,  cal l  
his self created cocktail Dodo, mixed for the first time at the Parkhotel!

         Astoria in Riva del Garda.!
Edoardo contacted the Zadi company, known as the Hugo cocktail 
inventors. Zadi was very enthusiastic about the cocktail. Now the 

collaboration began and in the Northern part of Italy the DODO 
Cocktail mixed with Zadi 2.0, the Original Dodo Syrup is already very 

famous.!
   Here the four main recipes: 
 

Dodo, the Original, 
called also Dodo or Zadi Spritz: 

20 ml Zadi 2.0 
100 ml Sparkling wine 

50 ml Soda / sparkling water 
 

ZADI Fizz 
25 ml Zadi 2.0 

40 ml Gin or Vodka 
30 ml fresh lemon juice 

100 ml Soda / sparkling water 
 

DODITO OR ZADITO 
25 ml Zadi 2.0 

40 ml white ron 
40 ml Soda / sparkling water 

fresh mashed lime and basil leaves 
 

Virgin ZADI 
20ml Zadi 2.0 

150ml Soda / sparkling water 
 

For all cocktails with Zadi 2.0 is reccomended to use a tumbler or a big wine glass, 
stir it up and add a lot of ice cubes and a few basil leaves. 

As additional decoration could be used ginger, chili or mandarin
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